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地址 Float Glass Design 
Unit 1 
5 Arundel Road 
Brighton BN2 5TE

国家 英国

产品/机械
At Float Glass Design we supply architectural decorative glass for use in almost any contemporary situation.

The beauty of glass lies in its ability to provide a wide variety of creative solutions for interior and exterior applications. Whether it is used for counter
tops , bar tops, signage, feature walls, doors or cladding it will contribute to the uniqueness of your project.

Float Glass Design uses a range of creative techniques in combination with the structural aspect of glass to produce stunning, individual designs.

At the Float Glass studio we specialize in kiln cast glass also known as textured glass, creating fluid organic textures which are enhanced by the
natural green tint of the glass. Kiln cast glass is ideal in situations which require the maximum flow of light, whilst affording a degree of privacy at the
same time. We thrive on exploring the creative potential of glass and welcome commissions of site-specific large-scale artwork, be they incorporated
into the structure of the building or fixed to an interior/exterior wall.

We also supply standard glass doors, partitions, frameless panels and ballustrades using the latest hi spec fixings in stainless steel and polished
chrome finish.

Float Glass Design can offer you an individual service from conception, site assessment, design development, through to bespoke production and
installation service.

From our studio in Brighton we are ideally situated to meet the needs of local architects, designers, developers and individual clients as well as serving
London and the South Coast.

Company Profile of Float Glass Design

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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